
After first clean, repeat after 2 weeks and then every three weeks, this allows the surfactant to build up 

resistance to biofilm, yeast and sugar build up.

*this should be 8 litres of water on the initial clean. Check clarity before proceeding, if cloudy or traces of biofilm, please repeat this step until perfectly clear

Britelines operating procedure
PART 1 - KEG 

When handling Britelines in its concentrated state please wear PPE at all times.  
Please refer to our Health and Safety instructions.

1)  Turn off coolers (preferably 2 
hrs in advance, this is essential if 
you are using glycogen coolers)

10)  Fill the lines with cleaning 
mixed solution.

18)  Reconnect couplers to kegs

2)  Turn off gas at each line 

15)  Bleed all Cellar buoys to make 
sure all residue from the clean is 
removed

19)   Turn on gas at each line

16)  Turn off gas at cleaning system

20)  Pull through beverage 

5)  Spray with Britelines sanitizer

17)  Disconnect couplers from  
the wall

21)   Turn coolers back on

9)  Mix Britelines with water, 1:4  
(1 part Britelines to 4 parts water)

3)  Disconnect coupler from kegs 4)  Clean any build up on coupler

6)  Attach couplers to cleaning ring 
on the wall

7)  Turn on cleaning system 8)  Fill cleaning Silo with enough 
water to remove beverage from the 
lines and flush with water

11) Ensure all the cellar buoys are 
filled with cleaning solution for full 
contact with Britelines.

12)  Leave to soak for at least 
30mins (allows the fizzing action to 
take place and remove all Bio Film)

13)  Fill silo with fresh water.

14) Flush lines with clean water 4 
litres (this ensures all biofilm residue 
is removed from the lines) *
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Britelines operating procedure
PART 2 - CASK

4)   Mix 1 part Britelines to 4 parts 
water as required (1:4 mix) depends 
on how many cask lines you are 
cleaning and length of line as to how 
much solution to use

3)   Flush the lines with clean water 
(Check clarity before proceeding.  
If cloudy or traces of biofilm, please 
repeat this step until perfectly clear)

8)   Pull through 3 lines fresh water 
(first application 6 lines to make 
sure previous build up of biofilm is 
completely removed)

9)   Reconnect to cask 10)   Pull through beer

5)   Fill line with cleaner 6)   Leave for 30 mins (if this is the 
first application repeat 4 and 5)

7)  Fill silo with fresh water

1)   Disconnect line from the  
empty cask
2)   Fill silo with enough water 
to flush line, preferably 2 full line 
flushes

When handling Britelines in its concentrated state please wear PPE at all times.  
Please refer to our Health and Safety instructions.

When using Britelines it isn’t essential to clean the lines after each cask is consumed, you only need to flush the lines with water 
to make sure there are no finings within the line and reconnect another cask (even from a different brewery). It takes a little time 
for the surfactant to build within the lines (this is what prevents the build up of biofilm) so initially the lines should be cleaned one 
week after first use then after 2 weeks then 3. It is possible to get a full 4 weeks between cleans but this does take time to build to. 


